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When Cleon Solomon and Justin Gray – aka 3Bubble and J.Gray – �rst met, their artistry connection

was instant…and the quest was on to bring back hip-hop from the 90s era experimented with a

crossover mainstream feel.

It’s not long after they recorded their 2016 debut album, ‘Live from the Pentagon’, a 13 track

collection that encompasses their burning quest. Lead single ‘No Lie’ puts the Houston pair �rmly on

the radar, thanks to its seamlessly laid-back hip-hop number. The accompanied music video

introduces the duo kitted out in a slick black suit, resembling the serious and no nonsense persona

of Tommy Lee Jones and Will Smith in hit movie ‘Men In Black’.  Their ability to adapt to any tune

thrown at them became further apparent through follow up ‘Hands Up’, an up-tempo EDM club

�ller that became a summer anthem of the underground scene.

Continuing their widespread appeal is the arrival of second album ‘Pentagon Memoirs’. They further

cement their place in the music scene, not just in their hometown, but across the US. Tracks taken

from the album, ‘Vogue’ and ‘Bullet Proof’, both charged up summer-ready numbers, earned �ve-

star reviews across the web, earning the title as the new Outkast by the Huf�ngton Post.

After a year hiatus, 3Bubble and J.Gray dropped their latest album ‘LFTP Season Vol.1’ on Christmas

Day. Their third release sees the pair exchange their infamous hip-hop crossover appeal with an all

chilled out collection, taking inspiration of the late eighties and nineties. Along with the retro sound,

introductory track ‘Vibin’ brie�y shows the presence of the �irtatious saxophone, giving off an

authentic jazzy feel.

Just like their previous albums, the Houston duo rallied up their troops, armed with scattergun �ow

coupled with unapologetically raw wordsmithery from their label Live From The Pentagon (LFTP)

Entertainment. Their �fth effort from the album, ‘LFTP Squad’ showcases promising acts from

Houston – R.A.G.S and King Kelechi – who killed every verse of the track that’s reminiscent of the

golden hip-hop era.

Although it’s a predominately an easy-listening collection, ‘LFTP Season Vol. 1’ makes way for their

experimental creations and track ‘How Long’ is a great example of their experimentation as it

possess a smooth, atmospheric and somewhat a futuristic loop, giving an insight into how hip-hop

would sound in ten years’ time.

Reverting back to main theme, the album concludes with ‘Swish’, a smooth R&B throwback from the

nineties. 3Bubble and J.Gray take a back seat to make way for singer J. Sariah’s well controlled

vocals that weave alluringly throughout the afterhours dense bassline. Another promising emcee

from the LFTP family, Mr Hodge tops off the last track with sheer perfection by injecting his smooth

yet vibrant �ow which glides throughout the three-minute piece.

From the very beginning, I’ve followed and witnessed these guys and their LFTP recruits turn into

the most promising acts to come from Texas, perhaps across the US. With polished arrangements

boasting a rich sound of old school soul/R&B with in�uence of the golden hip-hop era, ‘LFTP Season

Vol.1’ will make a worthy component on their expressive CV and will steadily push their ever

growing popularity beyond H-Town.

Listen to it here.

TRACEY DAWKINS
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